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Before we get into how to spot storms, discuss why we’re all here… the importance 
of storm spotters.

We have all sorts of high tech radars, satellites, weather models, etc.. but they all 
have their limitations.

Radar especially has the limitation where we often cannot see the lowest part of 
storms due to the curvature of the earth, and thus cannot  often “see” rotation near 
the ground and tornadoes

Spotters fill in that gap and give us invaluable ground truth.
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We interpret radar imagery and use other sources of information to determine 
whether we should issue a warning, but it’s critical to have somebody watching the 
storm and making a report.
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Spotters are also essential in sending us real-time reports and even pictures of severe 
weather phenomena.

Social science research has shown that people are more likely to perceive a threat as 
“real” and take protective action with “confirmed” reports of tornadoes vs “radar 
indicated”

Imagine how someone might take different action with the tornado on the left vs on 
the right
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Spotters play a crucial role in our warning decision making process.

We need multiple sources of data to make the best warning decisions, since we can’t 
just go only off of radar/satellite alone etc..
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So now we know why we’re all here and the crucial role storm spotters play in the 
warning decision making process.

Next, we’ll go over the ways you can identify the potential for severe weather and 
potential severe hazards hours to days in advance.

Big severe weather events rarely come by surprise anymore so you should be aware 
of the potential for severe weather well-before the first warnings are issued
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Probably the best resource for severe weather forecast comes from the Storm 
Prediction Center, another branch of the National Weather Service.

The SPC issues Convective Outlooks from as far out as 7 days before a severe 
weather event, all the way up to the day of the event itself. 

Outlooks will highlight the regions most at risk for severe weather, with 5 different 
categories highlighting the potential severity of the event ( think a few 
thunderstorms with hail vs a multi-state tornado outbreak).

The pictures show the outlook from the day of the September 20, 2018 tornado 
outbreak, along with how the outlooks verified with a map of all of the storm reports 
from that event. Needless to say, the SPC is very good at their jobs…
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This graphic shows the 5 categories the SPC uses on their convective outlooks, from 
Marginal to High. Across our area, or big severe weather events are typically in the 
Slight & Enhanced categories. 

Moderate and High risks are rare, especially our area, and highlight the major severe 
weather events that cause the majority of casualties and destruction

We have only had a handful of Moderate Risks over the last 20 years and only two 
high risks to highlight their rarity.

Keep in mind, that these categories account for BOTH expected severity and 
coverage of storm. For example a tornado that causes widespread damage is 
certainly possible within a slight or enhanced risk, but if only one or two tornadic 
storms are expected the coverage may not necessarily be a widespread enough for a 
moderate or high risk
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The SPC also does outlooks showing the risk for tornadoes, severe hail (1” or 
greater), and damaging wind on the day of the event. Probabilities show the chances 
for each hazard within 25 miles of a point.

Tornado probabilities above 5-10% and wind/hail probabilities above 30% commonly 
indicate a higher-impact event. Hatching on an outlook highlights the potential for 
significant tornadoes (EF2+), hail (2” or greater), and wind (75+ mph)
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Closer to home, our website is a great resource for finding the forecast for your area.

In the upper left, enter your zip code for a 7-day, hourly, forecast at your location.

In the lower left, will be our weather stories-highlighting the main weather story 
we’re highlighting.

For more details on the forecast, read our forecast discussion under the “Forecasts” 
tab towards the middle of the page
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We create weather stories at least twice per day (~5 AM/PM), but often more 
frequently during severe weather.

At a glance will be the main forecast concern we’re highlighting, along with 
information on what hazards to expect, timing, and actions to stay safe. In this 
weather story from September 20 we highlighted the SPC’s tornado outlook for later 
in the afternoon, along with some quick reminders for tornado safety.
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If you really want the most detail in your forecast, you can read our forecast 
discussion. This is a detailed explanation of the forecast , showing the reasoning each 
forecaster used. We are able to discuss forecast uncertainty, timing, and highlight our 
concerns with the forecast in much greater detail than in the weather story.

The image highlights our forecast discussion from the morning of 9/20. It highlights 
the concern over storm mode (more on that later) possibly impacting the tornado 
threat, but acknowledges that all the ingredients are in place for a major severe 
weather outbreak
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We also issue a Hazardous Weather Outlook, which highlights our concerns for 
hazardous weather over the next week. This information is available in a text product 
as well as in a graphical format.

The Graphical HWO will highlight where we’re expecting each hazard 
(tornado/hail/wind/lightning/etc.) and the risk level for each hazard. The example 
above is for snow, but for severe weather the risk levels will follow the SPC hazard 
percentiles

Also on the HWO will be where we update our Spotter Information Statement. It 
should be noted: In the flurry of activity that comes with severe weather operations 
we can not always keep this updated on a county-by-county basis. Our hope is that 
through this section of the talk you will have at least some knowledge on whether 
you may or not be needed to deploy as a spotter later in the day.
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The last few slides show ways of deterring the severe weather threat from a few days 
before the event up to the day of the event itself. Next, we’ll show resources that 
highlight the severe weather threat from the hours leading up to the event and 
eventually the event itself.

The SPC issues Mesoscale Discussions highlighting areas that are at risk of severe 
weather and may or may not need a severe weather watch. These are often your first 
sign that the event is beginning
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Important (review for most) that everyone knows the difference between a watch 
and a warning

Severe Thunderstorm or Tornado Watches are issued when conditions are favorable 
for severe weather to develop

Watches are typically issued a few hours before the first severe weather reports 
begin, but not always.

When a watch is issued, as a spotter it is your sign to be prepared to deploy. By using 
our forecast & by keeping an eye on the radar and TV/radio/internet, you can get an 
idea of when storms are expected to impact your area.
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Severe Thunderstorm & Tornado warnings mean that severe weather is imminent or 
is already occurring. Our warnings are polygons that we draw around areas in the 
path of the most dangerous part of the storm, so anyone inside of a warning needs to 
take protective action.

Ideally, as a spotter you would already be ready to spot before a warning is issued for 
your area, but this is when we really need to be receiving your reports.

Your reports not only help us verify the warnings we already have out, but in the case 
of tornadoes, can help us issue warnings well-before a tornado may form.
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One last note on warnings: The warnings we issue now are “Impact-Based”. This 
means we are able to highlight how large the hail or how strong the wind may be.

Pay attention to this, not all warnings are created equal! Compare a “generic” severe 
thunderstorm warning for 1” hail & 60 mph winds, vs one with 2.50” hail and 80 mph 
winds.
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You should have multiple methods of receiving our warnings, in case one method 
fails.
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Wireless emergency alerts are probably our most effective way of disseminating 
warnings.

If you (actually the cell tower your cell phone is pinging) is located inside one of our 
tornado or flash flood warnings, it will automatically alert your phone with 
information on the warning.

Multiple success stories of people taking shelter & surviving storms because of a 
WEA alert
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NOAA weather radio is another great tool to ensure that you are receiving our 
warnings. Can be programmed so you only receive alerts for your county and only for 
the warnings you choose (tornado/severe/flash flood/etc.)

Can be purchased at any major retailer for around $30
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Part 2 highlighted multiple methods of ensuring you are aware & prepared for 
potential severe weather.

In Part 3 we will cover the bulk of the presentation, how to spot storms & identify 
key features.

First, let’s spend a few slides going over the 4 ingredients needed for severe weather: 
Moisture, Lift, Instability, & Wind Shear



First off, we need moisture in the atmosphere. No moisture = no clouds and no 
clouds = no chance at severe weather.

We use the dewpoint to determine how much moisture is present in the 
atmosphere. For severe weather, we’re typically looking for dewpoints of at least 60-
65.

The image shows a typical low-level flow pattern during our severe weather events. 
Note how the flow over our area is originating from deep into the Gulf of Mexico



The 2nd ingredient we need is something to lift that warm and moist air. With 
moisture we ensure that we’ll at least have the potential for clouds, but without 
anything to lift that moisture they won’t get very tall.

Multiple methods can cause air to rise, we typically look for strong upward motion 
associated with surface boundaries (cold fronts/warm fronts) and areas of low 
pressure. But even the warming of the ground by the sun and areas of elevated 
terrain can cause air to rise.

The video shows the evolution of clouds during the August 2017 total solar eclipse 
from the NWS office in Morristown, TN. Note how the clouds that had developed 
during the early afternoon dissipate as the sun becomes blocked by the eclipse, and 
how the clouds re-develop after the eclipse is over



Our 3rd ingredient is instability. With moisture & lift we’ll have clouds, but without 
an unstable atmosphere that air likely won’t rise fast enough to result in 
thunderstorms and severe weather.

When we mention an “unstable” atmosphere we’re talking about warm/humid air 
near the surface with colder/drier air aloft. As long as air near the surface remains 
warmer than the air it’s rising into, it will continue to accelerate upwards.

This acceleration of air upwards allows for a strong updraft to develop, and continue 
to ingest warm/humid air into the developing thunderstorm. These updrafts can 
exceed 100 mph in the strongest thunderstorms!



Moisture, lift, and instability are sufficient for thunderstorms to develop, and 
possible some isolated hail and damaging wind gusts. But without our 4th ingredient, 
Wind Shear, we’re unlikely to see any widespread severe weather and certainly no 
tornadoes.

Wind shear is when we see wind change directions and/or increase speed with 
height off the ground. This allows for the updraft to become separated from the 
downdraft, which allows the storm to become more intense & longer-lived.

If wind shear is strong enough in both speed & direction, updrafts can begin to rotate 
as they rise. This allows for the updraft to accelerate upwards even faster (stronger 
storms). Rotation is also necessary for tornadoes to develop. We call these rotating 
thunderstorms (supercells) and they  will be a main focus in this presentation, as they 
are responsible for the majority of significant severe weather.



Now that we have an idea of how storms form, let’s get into how to observe them.

First, we’ll identify the updraft and downdraft regions of a storm and features 
associated with each region

Second, we’ll go over ways to identify whether our storm is 
strengthening/weakening, and what severe weather it may have the potential (if any) 
of producing

Third, we’ll go over the all-important topic of safety while spotting

Finally, we’ll discuss ways you can send your reports to us at the NWS in the most 
timely and effective manner



All storms contain an updraft & a downdraft. The interaction between the two 
determines the strength, longevity, and potential severity of the storm.

The updraft is where warm/humid air feeds into the thunderstorm. We see this 
process manifested as the thick billowy clouds that make up the structure of the 
thunderstorm.

What goes up must eventually come down, and downdrafts are the region of the 
storm where rain-cooled air rushes out of the storm where air rising in the updraft 
comes back to the ground. We see this as an area of rain-cooled air rushing out of 
the bottom of the storm. Most severe weather (heavy rain/hail/damaging winds) are 
associated with the downdraft region of the storm



This slide shows the lifecycle of a thunderstorm. First, an updraft accelerates 
upwards as a towering cumulus cloud. During the mature stage, a well-defined 
updraft and downdraft region are present and the storm is at its peak strength. 
Eventually, the downdraft will cutoff the updraft of the storm, shutting off the inflow 
of warm/humid air and resulting in the dissipation of the storm.

This cycle can take as little as 30 minutes to an hour in the case of an ordinary 
thunderstorm with no wind shear, to several hours with a well-organized supercell or 
squall line.



This slide shows a schematic of a “classic” supercell thunderstorm. Note where the 
updraft enter the storm and forms the billowy/puffy clouds that make up the 
structure of the storm. Eventually the updraft reaches the stratosphere where it can 
not rise anymore, spreads out (the anvil of the storm) and begins descending as the 
updraft. Notice how the downdraft is the dark/ominous part of the storm where all 
the rain/hail is falling, while the updraft remains relatively clear & rain-free.

We’ll talk plenty about wall clouds and tornadoes in the coming slides but notice how 
they are a feature associated with the updraft region of the storm.



This slide shows a real-life example of the lower half of a classic supercell, like we 
mentioned in the previous slide. Again note the well-defined updraft and downdraft 
regions, with the updraft remaining rain-free and the downdraft dark & ominous. 
This separation of the updraft & downdraft is possible because the storm is rotating. 
Coming out of the updraft is a clear violent tornado. Photo courtesy Bill Doms, 
www.mnwxchaser.com “
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Of course, most storms you witness are not textbook supercells with violent 
tornadoes. The next multiple slides we will be showing pictures and videos of a 
variety of thunderstorms, what features to possibly expect while you’re out spotting 
storms, and what they may indicate regarding the severity of the storm.



Early stages of a possible thunderstorm, we see an updraft first beginning to 
accelerate upwards. Notice how the underside of the cloud is flat, this is what we call 
the updraft base & is where the rising warm/humid air first condenses into clouds



Compare these updrafts to those in the previous slides. What looks different? The 
fuzzy cloud edges, less-defined updraft columns and general ragged-looking nature of 
the clouds suggests these are weaker and maybe even dissipating updrafts. We can 
even see the downdraft punching through the updraft base of the tallest storm, 
suggesting it is already in the dissipating stage.



Here are a few visual keys to help determine whether an updraft is strong/weak. 
However, storms are constantly evolving and frequently cycle up & down in intensity. 
Just because a storm looks strong at the moment does not mean it can’t show 
weakening signs shortly after. To be an effective spotter you will have to watch the 
storm & see how it evolves.



Strong or weak storm? Strong. Another pic of a well-defined updraft and downdraft. 
Contrast the flat & rain-free updraft base with the dark  downdraft where falling rain 
is readily apparent. We would expect this to be a healthy & mature thunderstorm at 
the moment the picture was taken



Strong or weak? This looks like a very strong & well-organized storm. Note the solid 
& striated structure of the updraft, we can almost visualize the rotation in a still 
photo. The bluish tint in the downdraft is a sign that hail is present, due to the way 
light refracts off of ice vs water. This storm also has a two well-defined inflow band 
feeding into the updraft, one into the updraft base & another located above the 
base. See that low-hanging cloud attached to the updraft base? That is our wall cloud 
and we’ll discuss more in the coming slides.



Next we’ll talk about wall clouds, a cloud feature that develops under the updraft 
base in a supercell (rotating thunderstorm). The rotation of the storm creates a low-
pressure area underneath the area of strongest inflow & rotation, this allows a region 
of clouds to lower underneath the updraft base. Wall clouds are a sign that rotation 
is  present and potentially increasing in a storm, and are typically the first step a 
storm takes towards tornado genesis. However, the vast majority of wall clouds 
never produce a tornado and linger harmlessly under the updraft base. Wall clouds 
are often symmetrical, but may tilt in one direction towards the downdraft



This is one of the more photogenic wall clouds I’ve come across. Again, note the 
updraft & downdraft regions of the storm and the flat, rain-free updraft base. The 
wall cloud is the mass of clouds attached to and descending from the updraft base. 
The updraft’s rotation is clearing evident though the striations in the wall cloud & 
through the updraft base. It is out of the wall cloud where funnel clouds and 
tornadoes are generated, if rotation in the storm continues to intensify.
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Here are some visual cues to tell if you’re looking at a wall cloud that is on the track 
towards tornado genesis, or one that is more benign. We are especially looking for 
wall clouds with strong & persistent visible rotation, along with a descending of the 
wall cloud towards the ground with time.



Some visual cues for identifying strong rotation, that is more indicative of a 
potentially tornadic storm. It can be tough to gauge how strong is “strong” rotation 
for a novice spotter, the best answer is you’ll know it when you see it. If you have to 
guess whether a wall cloud/updraft is rotating, it probably isn’t going to be producing 
a tornado anytime soon



If the storm continues to intensify and rotation continues to increase, wall clouds 
may produce funnel clouds/tornadoes.

A tornado is the rotating column of air attached to the updraft and & in contact in 
the ground, tornadoes may or may not be associated with a visible funnel. 
Frequently, the tornado will be visible as rotation or debris at the ground before the 
funnel cloud extends down to the ground. 



Are we looking at a funnel cloud or tornado? In the first picture, we have a well-
defined funnel but it does not look like we’re seeing any debris near the ground. Over 
the next three pictures, we clearly see a developing tornado. 
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In this picture we only see a short nub of a funnel descending from the wall cloud. 
However, dust/debris near the ground clearly indicates we have an ongoing tornado. 
If we sit & watch this storm for another minute or two, the funnel cloud will likely 
eventually make its way down to the ground.
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In the first image, it is not possible to see if the funnel has made ground contact. 
But another person with a different angle was able to see the rotating dust 
under the funnel, thereby making this a tornado.
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We started out looking at the updraft region of storms and identifying some key 
features. Now we will focus on the downdraft region of the storm.
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Radar loop of a developing thunderstorm, and downdraft visible as a fine line rushing 
out from the storm in all directions. Notice how the storm weakens in this case as the 
downdraft totally cuts off the updraft
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Photo by John Wetter 060917.
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Shelf clouds are a common feature found along the leading edge of downdrafts. The 
cold air rushing out of the storm acts as a mini cold front & acts as a region of lift, 
creating a long linear cloud feature along the length of the outflow. 

These are most common in squall lines or linear storms, where the tornado threat is 
typically quite low. However, strong and damaging straight-line winds frequently 
immediately follow the shelf cloud.
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Image of a shelf cloud showing the downdraft and updraft regions of this storm. Note 
how the updraft goes up and over the top of the downdraft. 
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We’re looking at a shelf cloud. Note the linear cloud feature and how it slopes away 
from the downdraft. If we watching this storm in real time, we would see the shelf 
cloud advance towards us as the leading edge of the downdraft approaches.  Take 
note of the blowing dust to the left of the storm, this is dust being picked up & blown 
by the gusty winds at the leading edge of the downdraft. We call this a “dust foot” 
and it can often be mistaken for blowing dust from a tornado.
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visual clues that help identify a shelf cloud vs a wall cloud. Remember what we 
learned in part 2 about being prepared for severe weather and knowing what to 
expect. You likely won’t be seeing wall clouds on a day with a low tornado risk!
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Some storms can contain both shelf cloud and wall clouds. In this storm, the rotation 
in the updraft is strong enough to wrap around a portion of the downdraft. A shelf 
cloud is visible along this downdraft portion in the foreground all the way back to 
where it wraps around the updraft of the storm, where a wall cloud and tornado are 
visible.
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Similar to the previous slide. We can see a well-define wall cloud to the lower right of 
the storm, with a shelf-cloud feature wrapping around it and extending back along 
the downdraft region of the storm.  You may have heard of the term “Horseshoe 
Updraft” before, especially from storm chasers. That’s what we’re looking at here, if 
we were viewing this storm from close up & below the updraft
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Radar imagery of two supercells. If anyone has heard the term “hook echo” before, 
that is what we’re looking at here. Remember the downdraft is where all the 
rain/hail is falling, so that is where we expect the radar echoes. In these storms 
rotation in the updraft is strong enough to pull part of the updraft down and around 
the updraft itself (the hook). The tornado would be located at the tip of the hook, 
along the interface of the updraft & downdraft. In the previous pictures we were 
seeing a wall cloud/tornado in the clear updraft region of the storm, and a shelf cloud 
extending along the hook back along the main downdraft of the storm.
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Squall lines are a thunderstorm complex that forms when multiple individual 
thunderstorms merge together, with their downdrafts pooling together into a long 
continuous outflow. These systems are often hundreds to even thousands of miles 
long, but are typically quite narrow. Damaging winds are the main threat with squall 
lines, with the strongest winds often coming at the leading edge of the downdraft. 
hail is less common, as the updrafts are typically weaker than we see in supercells.

A derecho is a term some of you may have heard before, derechos are exceptionally 
intense & long lived squall lines, that cause damaging winds for several hours and 
over hundreds of miles.

While straight line winds make up the majority of the severe weather we see from 
squall lines, tornadoes can be possible under certain conditions.
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Nothing is more important than your safety when you’re out storm spotting. While 
your reports play a crucial role in our warning operations, no storm report is worth 
putting yourself in danger. We’ll go over a few slides on how to ensure you have 
situational awareness while spotting: how to determine storm motion, where to 
have a good view of the storm & remain out of its path, and other hazards you may 
face while spotting
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Storms generally move from west to east in a general sense. Radar is the most useful 
tool to determine storm motion, as well as staying aware of any other storms in the 
area. Our warning will always contain information on storm motion as well. 
Additionally, there are visual cues from the storm itself you can use to roughly gauge 
which direction the storm is moving.

Be careful with supercells as they often exhibit deviant motion relative to the mean 
storm motion. Supercells typically track to the right of the motion of other non-
supercell storms, and move at a slower speed.
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Here are a couple radar loops showing how radar is an invaluable tool in determining 
storm motion. In the left loop (June 17, 2010) we see multiple tornadic supercells in 
southern Minnesota eventually merge into a larger line of storms. This loop 
illustrates the need for situational awareness while spotting. Storms don’t exist in a 
vacuum, there are often several other storms in the vicinity you must stay aware of, 
in addition to the one you are currently spotting.

The loop on the right is from the Moore, OK EF5 tornado in May 2013. Notice how 
slow the supercell moves from due west to east, compared to the smaller storms 
moving faster from southwest to northeast. This is a great example of the deviant 
motion present in supercells
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Our warnings highlight storm motion as well. Remember, if you are within the 
polygon for a tornado or severe thunderstorm warning, you are at risk from the 
associated hazard.
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While either radar or the storm motion from our warnings is always our preferred 
motion of determining storm motion, visual cues from the storm itself can also be 
used.
In supercells, the updraft will follow the downdraft region of the storm. In this 
example, our storm will be moving from left to right, and likely somewhat away from 
us.
If you are far away enough from the storm to see the anvil, the anvil of the storm will 
also grow in the direction of the general storm motion
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In this slide we’ll mention the safest spots to position yourself with a supercell, and 
still have a good view of the updraft. The upper right picture, our viewer is at point B. 
Ideally, spotters will position at point B, which is 1-3 miles to the right (in a storm-
relative reference frame) of the updraft. At B, the storm is not moving towards us 
and we still have a clear view of the updraft. If the storm takes a track towards us, we 
have plenty of cushion to find a safer spot (drive south) or seek shelter (if at home). C 
could also be a good spot, but rain/hail in the hook echo may limit our view of the 
updraft. A is extremely dangerous- directly in the path of the rotating updraft, and D 
is safe but will only have a view of the downdraft
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This slide discusses where to position when spotting squall lines. There really is no 
“safe” location to spot a squall line. Since these storms are hundreds of miles long, 
you will be hit by the heavy rain/strong winds anywhere along the line. The upper 
right picture could be a view from A,B, or C (D is behind the storm & will see just 
rain).

Pay special attention to kinks and bowing segments in the line. Point B is directly in 
the path of a hook-shaped feature over Faribault. This is indeed an embedded 
supercell from 9/20/18 and would be a dangerous location to spot from. It is 
extremely difficult to find a safe location to spot possible QLCS (quasi-linear 
convective system) tornadoes 
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Mobile spotting comes with its own additional hazards. In addition to hazards from 
the storm, just driving during adverse conditions (low visibility, distractions from 
storm/etc.) can be even more dangerous. Always have at leas one escape route 
(multiple are best) and stick to paved roads if possible. Keep your doors unlocked & 
engine running… a dead battery with a supercell bearing down is no fun. If a road is 
closed due to flooding or storm damage, do not attempt to drive around it.

The picture shows a wall cloud over the city of St. Paul, imagine the difficulty of trying 
to escape from a storm in the middle of city gridlock. Keep the mobile spotting to 
open areas...
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Low visibility from heavy rain and blowing dust can make it incredibly hard to identify 
updraft/downdraft features. And trees get in the way!  Do not attempt to get closer 
to the storm for a better view. Spotting at night only amplifies these difficulties, the 
only glimpse of storm you get is during intermittent flashes of lightning. Very easy to 
get fooled by look-alikes, lose situational awareness, or misjudge the speed & 
direction of the storm. This was the Chetek tornado of May 16, 2017.
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Low visibility from heavy rain and blowing dust can make it incredibly hard to identify 
updraft/downdraft features. Do not attempt to get closer to the storm for a better 
view. Spotting at night only amplifies these difficulties, the only glimpse of storm you 
get is during intermittent flashes of lightning. Very easy to get fooled by look-alikes, 
lose situational awareness, or misjudge the speed & direction of the storm.

Image is of blowing dust underneath a shelf cloud from a storm outside of Lubbock , 
TX in June 2018
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It may not look deep now, but even this amount of water may jeopardize the 
roadway. And in fact, it did. This is near St Benedict in Scott County, MN in 2014.
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Nighttime spotting makes flash flooding even more dangerous. Look at the image on 
the left, can you even see the road let alone how deep the water is? Even if the water 
looks shallow, it only takes 6” of water to wash a person off their feet & 2 feet of 
water to wash away a vehicle. Even shallower amounts of water can wash away the 
road surface if it is flowing fast enough. The road surface underneath that water 
could easily look like the picture on the right. never drive around barricades.
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Now that you’ve learned how to spot storms, identify important features, all while 
staying safe; it’s time to send those reports over to us at the NWS. We’ll spend the 
last part of this presentation going over how to relay your reports to the NWS, in the 
most efficient way possible.

Always watch the storm for a few minutes. is rotation increasing? Weakening? Is the 
wall cloud lowering to the ground? Report exactly what you see to us, it’s ok if you’re 
not sure exactly what you are seeing!

In your report you should include who you are, what you are seeing, when the event 
occurred (is occurring), and where both you are located & where the feature is 
located
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Here’s a list of what kind of storm reports we are looking for. While we obviously 
want reports of an occurring tornado, we’re really looking for reports from before 
the tornado develops. A report of a wall cloud exhibiting increasing rotation can lead 
us to issue a tornado warning with a few more minute of lead time.

For wind, we are looking for reports of wind damage. Studies have been done that 
shows we are terrible at estimating wind speeds, typically way overestimating the 
actual wind speed. if wind gusts are indeed severe, there will almost always be some 
sort of damage present (tree limbs down, etc..)

We appreciate hail reports of any size but especially hailstones over 1” in diameter 
(size of a quarter), as this is our threshold for severe hail. Reports of smaller hail can 
help us calibrate what radar and other tools are showing with what is actually 
occurring at the ground.

Information of fatalities/casualties typically comes to us from emergency managers 
and public safety officials, but is important information to include if known
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For hail, we’d appreciate it if you measure the hail with a ruler/tape measure/etc. 
if possible. if you don’t have one of these available, the chart on the right is a 
way to compare hail sizes to common objects.

Be sure you are reporting the size of the largest hailstone you find, a report of 
“a few 1.75” (golf ball size) hailstones with mostly 1.00” stones” is what we’re 
looking for. Do not report “marble-sized hail” as there are multiple sizes of 
marbles!

We’re not really looking for reports of hail without including a hail size, saying 
“lots of hail” doesn’t really tell us give us much useful information. Go out and 
measure a few hailstones, wait until after the hail stops falling if necessary. 
Don’t guess at the hail size either, measure some hailstones or compare the 
size to common objects. 
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For wind, again we are looking for reports of wind damage instead of estimated 
wind speeds. If you have a measurement of wind speed from a personal 
weather station that is better, but keep in kind that these can have large 
margins of error.

We’re most concerned about damage to structures and downed powerlines, 
then snapped/uprooted trees, and then individual limbs down. If possible, 
measure the diameter of the trees or tree limbs that are damaged. We’re not 
too concerned about twigs and small branches, it usually takes severe wind 
gusts to start taking down branches of 2-4” in diameter.

The picture shows a variety of wind damage from the 09/20/18 event.
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When reporting flooding we’re interested in an estimate of how deep the water 
is, and whether it is flowing or just ponding. We are especially interested in 
any impacts from flooding; are any homes/structures flooded, streams out of 
their banks, roads closed etc.. You are probably aware of some low-lying 
problem spots in your area that frequently flood during heavy rains, these 
reports are of lower priority but are important especially if the water looks 
deeper than usual or is flowing rapidly.
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We’ve already shown a few example of tornado “look-alikes”, these can trip up 
even experienced storm spotters at times. The most important thing to do is 
to monitor the storm for a few minutes and see how these features evolve. 
You will notice that they are not rotating or are not attached to the updraft 
base. In the case of scud clouds (StratoCumulus Under Deck), they will often 
rise into the updraft base and become ingested by the updraft as time goes 
on.

The upper right picture shows some low-hanging scud clouds that could be 
mistaken for a funnel. The lower right shows an illuminated rain shaft that 
could be mistaken for a tornado
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You can submit reports through a form on our website. Go to our homepage 
weather.gov/twincities, and look for “Submit a Storm Report” under the 
“Current Hazards” tab. This will take you to the page on the right, where you 
can access the storm reporting form through “Submit Report”. You can also 
send us an email at nws.twincities@noaa.gov or use the NSSL MPING weather 
reporting app. As much detail as you can provide is always appreciated, as 
well as pictures if possible.
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The storm on the left, from Nebraska by Mike Hollingshead, has been purported 
to be of storms in Alberta, Australia, Israel, Hurricane Katrina (!), Rothsay, 
MN, and untold other wrong locations. The storm on the right was not a 
tornado, even though it was shared thousands upon thousands of times.  It 
was just a mesocyclone with an updraft base that could not be seen due to 
the photographer being in town and the local terrain that made it look like 
something was on the ground.
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The next few slides will show ways of submitting sample reports. What would you 
report here? We’re able to measure the hail with a ruler and the largest 
stones look to be roughly 2.5” in diameter.

So first state your name and that you are a trained spotter. State your 
location (town/distance from town, road intersection, GPS coords) and the 
location where the hail fell (likely the same as your current position). Sate 
what you are reporting, measured hail of 2.5”, with most of the stones closer 
to 1.0”. State what time the hail fell at, ideally it is currently falling or fell just 
a few minutes ago. Although, we may call you well after a storm has moved 
through to try and verify our warnings.
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What would you report here? This a twitter report from one of our broadcast 
meteorologists in Austin. As always, state who you are, the location of the 
flooding, and the time it was occurring. For this report, you would state that 
you’re seeing water ponding but not flowing, and that it is at a spot that 
typically sees nuisance flooding during heavy rain. It’s hard to tell how deep 
the water is in this pic but if it is safe to measure or make an estimate, we 
appreciate that information.
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Now let’s say you found a safe place to ride out the storm with some strong winds 
and heavy rain with small hail. On the way back through Fairmont, you come across 
this damage.  As an example, you would report downed powerlines and snapped 
power poles over “Lake Avenue”, on the west side of Fairmont. You would report 
what time you’re seeing the damage, but likely would not know the exact time the 
damage occurred. That’s ok, we can look at radar and see what time the damage 
occurred based on your report.
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What would you report here? Well first, we’re looking at a rotating wall cloud, 
with a possible funnel cloud on the right side of the wall cloud. Again, state 
your name, location, and when the event is occurring. In this case you will 
also have to estimate where the feature is in relation to you. For example, “I 
am located 8 miles west of Willmar, at the intersection of Highway 40 & 
county road 7. I am watching a rotating wall cloud roughly 2 miles west of my 
location, with an area of enhanced rotation and possible developing funnel 
cloud. I will send another report if I see any further development”
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This is the same storm a few minutes later. We will follow the same reporting 
guidelines as before. It’s tough to call this one a tornado since we don’t see 
much in the way of debris at the ground. You would report “I am located 8 
miles west of Willmar, at the intersection of Highway 40 & county road 7 with 
an updated report. I am viewing a well-defined funnel cloud descending more 
than halfway down to the ground, I can not see any visible debris at this time 
but if rotation continues a tornado looks imminent”
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And with that, we have made it to the end. This slide is a quick wrap-up of what 
we’ve covered tonight. Storms are dynamic and are constantly evolving, so it 
is important to watch them. Do not send in a report based off of a quick 
glance out the window!

Follow the steps we’ve outlined, and send us your reports as quickly as 
possible. The more information you can report to us the better!

Above all else, maintaining your situational awareness and safety is more 
important to us than any storm report.
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Optional additional training slide. Spotter network and the METED COMET sites 
are great resources for storm spotters. There are dozens of courses on the 
COMET site to learn more about severe weather, for beginners all the way up 
to highly-advanced topics for degreed meteorologists. Metro Skywarn is a 
great organization to become involved with here in the Twin Cities metro.

We have a detailed storm spotting brochure available as a PDF on our 
website, that covers all that we have gone over tonight.

A few NWS offices have “advanced” storm spotter classes available on 
YouTube, if you are interested in learning more. There are multiple examples 
but the one from NWS Norman, OK is a good place to start.
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And with that, we have made it to the end. This slide is a quick wrap-up of what 
we’ve covered tonight. Storms are dynamic and are constantly evolving, so it 
is important to watch them. Do not send in a report based off of a quick 
glance out the window!

Follow the steps we’ve outlined, and send us your reports as quickly as 
possible. The more information you can report to us the better!

Above all else, maintaining your situational awareness and safety is more 
important to us than any storm report.
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Here’s a list of what kind of storm reports we are looking for. While we obviously 
want reports of an occurring tornado, we’re really looking for reports from before 
the tornado develops. A report of a wall cloud exhibiting increasing rotation can lead 
us to issue a tornado warning with a few more minute of lead time.

For wind, we are looking for reports of wind damage. Studies have been done that 
shows we are terrible at estimating wind speeds, typically way overestimating the 
actual wind speed. if wind gusts are indeed severe, there will almost always be some 
sort of damage present (tree limbs down, etc..)

We appreciate hail reports of any size but especially hailstones over 1” in diameter 
(size of a quarter), as this is our threshold for severe hail. Reports of smaller hail can 
help us calibrate what radar and other tools are showing with what is actually 
occurring at the ground.

Information of fatalities/casualties typically comes to us from emergency managers 
and public safety officials, but is important information to include if known
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